IVY SMOKER TO BE GOOD BENDER

Former Politburo Chief in Howstink Hall to Interim Hitchcock

In accordance with the traditional custom the members of the Class of 1978 will gather together at their aran

Next month in Howstink Hall this even-

II

May 2, 1978

IVY SMOKER TO BE
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FILM LAND LURES SENIORS

In an effort to encourage the seniors to remain in the film industry, the sidekick of an elderly actor to join the cast of the
documentary, he was introduced to the seniors as a possible voice actor for the film.

DORIANT BARES PLOT TO

HURL BATTLE FROM DORM

WINDOW CLASS DAY 1930

On the actual day of the event, the seniors were

beaten by a group of students who had

formed a group called the "Dorm Window Defense"

COWARDS SAYS "IT

MIGHT BE WORSE"

Splatterhead Haunted City in the

Peace of the Smoky Mountains, Pennsylvania, October 1930

The legend of the haunted city of Splatterhead in Pennsylvania was once

In the peaceful town of Splatterhead, a series of strange incidents had

transpired that had led to the establishment of the Splatterhead restoration
campaign.

GROWING UP ON THE SHORES

OF THE GREAT BAY

By Captain Joe Smith

In the early days of the Bay area, the

shores were a place of adventure and

adventure. The children of the

community would often explore the
dunes and the swamps, searching for

treasures and hidden secrets.

DIABOLIC APPARITIONS RETURN TO THE SMOKER OF EVIL

By Dr. Jonathan Harker

In the occult world, the Smoker of Evil is

considered a powerful figure. He is said to

be capable of controlling the forces of

darkness and manipulating the minds of others.
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In the early days of the Bay area, the

shores were a place of adventure and

adventure. The children of the

community would often explore the
dunes and the swamps, searching for

treasures and hidden secrets.
**NOTICES**

Man experienced a Rolls and House wrecking to work in Delineator. Salesmen, too, solve and try to work in John Instructional department.

**Broadway Confectioners (Sympathy Confectionary)**

- **Milk Shakes**
- **Lunchroom**
- **Fruit**

**HAMILTONS HORSELESS TOURS**

Through Yellowstone Park

First party was for 15-day trip, 1921. Made arrangements with Mr. LeRoy, Baptiste, 333 W. 23rd St. Phone 62, New York, N. Y.

**Oriental Tea Room**

345 West 34th Street

Specials for U. of P. Members

- Full Course Lunch at 90 cents
- Full Course Dinner at 1.25

**EDGEBOROUGH**

Fried Fish is Served Fresh From Oven

**Rebuilt Typewriters**

All Makes

$15.00 UP

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH STREET

2 STORES

LODGE 167

LOWER 702

**AN INVITATION**

Many of you Pennsylvania, in the past to work, will be engaged in manufacturing or its making manufacturers. The more you know about manufacturing processes, the better your particular problems will be.

All of you in the not distant future will have charge of your own. How will you be trained? We will be glad to aid you in making your future work and home.

**AN INVITATION**

This is intended to extend to all of you, to visit our mill and see how Curie Curie man-made. You will have no more

- **Charles W. Poulsen and Sons Carpet Co., Inc., 50th Street and Lancaster Avenue**
- **Claridge's**

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

MONDAY, MAY 1, 1922
REGAL Direct
University Service
from Coast to Coast

$600

Come in and look over the new Regal line of special college models. They are recognized as the standard of quality and style from coast to coast.

The Shoe illustrated is the Ell—Mary English Brogue in Genuine Imported The Heather Grain. The single buckles and performance are new style. Feature—also in Black.

The new "REGIS" Fitting Service used exclusively.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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**THE INDIAN READER**

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

**GIN, BEDROOM AND SINK**

oh, precious, we are excused! But think, as we sit here, in ouruding little ottom wanting the girls and Big Six Stock on 825 State, there is a little house seemless over a big. Holing out in the glory of it! We could just roll over and letter astray into the omniumat Chicago—can it stand us so big fabulous?

Where do not get too small? Well, think about your own information that we will slip up a little suddenly. Here is another which the little high-powered skinette stood as a whole back:

Scribner's, (The Princess's Paradise)

Well, Mr. Muck, I know you keep this little old walks away from one side and make a looking account of pets, which I am sure you will. I would you pertinent the thing so simply, but in a field of octopus. Fisher's own any more worse than this you did at the Interlaken Bar, but I was almost from favor. I was as useless in the way you carried us. I have been obliged to look at the way in face and not what you think of us, that such a thing requires a stronger heart than mine. I have been feeling about foolishness in the street and I am not yet too (There) I assert not yet my voice and I don't even know what to do with it.

Well, Mr. Muck, I know your first name, and I wish you would answer some of these little notes and notes I have been sending you every month. I don't wish you to give蝶出tes of anything impossibly, it is easy enough you tell before you guess about it. I hope you will look many enrage in a Cove and home.

**THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OF PHILADELPHIA**

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

**EDWARD CLOTHES**

**AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY MINUTES**

Edward Tailoring (Co.
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**SORORITY WINDOW BROKEN BY STUDENT PRODUCED AT ATTORNEY**

"Today" Longfellow and Tom-Tom Rates, well-known in rating circles, were arrested as soon as the temporary residence at 948 and Woodland Avenue last night for breaking a window of the Kappa Kappa Chapter sorority house. Philadelphia Attorney Reed McMillen was parsing his best when he discovered the culprits engaged in throwing stones across the street. The suspects were taken to the Eighth and Brazilianwood Police Station, where they will be charged with a satisfactory explanation is given. Longfellow accorded, at least interpreted to reporters, that future happenings to a sorority Lincoln resident, was suffering from temporary upheaval and his present state. Rates, on the other hand, remained that Longfellow could not distinguish a license stick from a tennis racket. Josephine Field will act as a duty for the defense at the trial.

**SENRITA INCOGNITA TO RED IN SUBWAY STATION**

Continued from Page One

Joseph Field, who is at present teaching in a correspondence school for tutoring and Mrs. G. Howard Higgin, president of the Mount Royal Union and ex-secretary of Kinglsey's estate, Miss F. Red Riding Hood will hold the position down the side street to the Patrons, whose Light, Jack Plonky will not yet permit sound and the Committee will remember. After the election, Little Jack Plonky will assume the Senorita’s middle name and she will try without the presence of Archbishop.

The happy couple will appear in a row hand for Messenger, where they plan to spend their honeymoon. Little Jack Plonky who will act as waiter man at the wedding hopes to make a double wedding if the Berry Ball is a success. Despite rumors whispes that Little Red Riding Hood is the almost of his eye, and we have heard that the young lady calls Little Jack no before breakfast every morning. This long opening season, we should not be surprised if something happened pretty soon.

---

**VACATION POSITIONS**

FOR STUDENTS!

**NOT CANVASING**

$50 to $100 PER WEEK

A limited number of University of Pennsylvania men will be selected for digitized sales work to last through the summer months. All men call to be made through appointments. Men selected are offered cooperation in the field large earnings and an opportunity for a pleasant and profitable summer.

Meet the CLEB ALUMNI COMPANY representatives Monday and Tuesday, May 2 and 3, ROOM 1 HOUSTON HALL.

---

**Kirk Motor Sales Co.**

**WALNUT AT 37TH STREET**

**OLDSMOBILE "6"**

Product of General Motors Co.

Demonstrations Made Daily

---

**HUPMOBILES**

**FORDS**

**SPRUCE 3600**

**1830 MARKET STREET**

**WHOLESALE GROCERS**


**THE WEST PHILADELPHIA**

**ESTABLISHED 1839**

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

**PAGE FIVE**

---

**ESTABLISHED 1899**

**THE WEST PHILADELPHIA TITLE AND TRUST CO.**

Facing the Campus 38th & Walnut Sts.

Solicits: The Accounts of U. Of P. Men

Teachers, Students, Organizations

2 Per Cent Interest 4 Per Cent

Checking Accounts Paid On Saving Accounts

Capital, Surplus & Profits $1,500, 000

Resources Over $15,000,000

Main Office Lancaster Ave. & 40th Street

---

**Rent a Car**

Drive It Yourself

**THE MILESTONE SYSTEM, INC.**

**1020 MARKET STREET**

**SCHRADER & CO.**

**Importers of Coffee and Tea**

Wholesale Grocers


**Renter A Car**

**Summer-Vacation-Trip Home**

All in a Guaranteed Used Car

Painted and Reconditioned

At Prices Within Your Means

**GUY A. WILLY MOTOR CO.**

**BROAD AND VINE STREETS**

**SCHRADER & CO.**
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**SCHRADER & CO.**

**BROAD AND VINE STREETS**

---

**Woe Unto You Who Forget The Date**

Every man has about five dates a year that he must, at all costs, remember—so jot down on your calendar a week in advance—Straw Hat Day and link there-with the name The Campus Shop.

Once a top-piece of stiff and clumsy aspect—now a hat of dashing and spirited youth—the Straw has returned with sudden new-found brilliancy. You’ll see them everywhere.

Perhaps you think you can’t wear a straw—Then permit us to suggest the Guilford-Bacharach straws —There’s some sort of magic in their lines which transforms any face they may adorn—perfectly proportioned — pitched and poised.
ECOIN KEYNOTE OF RED EMBLEM SOCIETY MEETING
Continued from Page One

Passing of a motion introduced by Mr. C. C. Evans recommending Adams for lightening the strings of the A's and the B's. Mr. Forman, who is the assistant club caller of the exchange, was thereby divested for luxury and now holds the flaccidly filled Reduced Cross. The peculiar turn which he performed was compared only with Mr. Melton's efforts on the foreign debt question. As a matter of fact, Forman now sees a great man, for great minds run in the same channels. His and Mr. Melton's seemingly having a lingering issue on debt problems. Forman's achievement was the enactment of secured outstanding debts contremanded by the Council with Nonsecurities Of Financing Debt. This led by a letter in the draft, which declared that the council would be free from liability on all future contracts for printing, unless sanctioned by him. For several years he has been damaged by the bills presented for printing, and upon failure of his Presbyterian men to solve the mystery, he fired them and showed Bertock himself. He soon solved the mystery, finding that it was the union of bookkeeper organizations such as the C. A. Advertisers' Almanac, and The Red, White and Blue enter the Penfield office, offer some unquited posters for pupular purposes, but generally declared "Change them to the Athletic Council!" All of which were intimated several blank leaves on the foreign debt, and stopped Forman's and Council's trips to the store.

Another matter taken up by the Council was the resolution sent by the University Athletic Council recommending that students have the central seats in the stands at football games. "What?" said Mr. Tolman, "Well that's over that in the proper committee. When it meets in 1925, it'll dispose of it quickly by dismissing it with a thud!" The final bit of business transacted was the nature of a guaranty in recognition of long service. Gilliny was the benefactor, it being decided that his daily allotment of gin be increased at least the quarter.

UNIVERSITY WOMANHOOD GLORI:
FIGNED AT MAY DAY EXERCISES
Continued from Page One

some lack in the carefully devised plans caused their demises. When arranged before the Partial Council the idea as they admitted their gilt but refused to put for a larger sentence. The reduced opinion of this import bold

How Is Your Clothes Line?

DO YOU know what is currently worn by well-turned-out men in your own college and elsewhere? Are you wax in the hands of your tailor, or can you tell him a few things to keep him respectfully consulted?


Vanity Fair Keeps You Well Informed

Special Offer
6 Issues of Vanity Fair $1

When you can't see dad see Dave Brooks
Money Loan Office
2619 Woodland Ave.', Branch Store—1720 Market Street
Open till 9 P. M.

These and Treaties Carefully Written
ALICE N. HENDERSON
COPPER PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
3417 WALNUT ST.

Member of the Board
of the Mother Church
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston

Under the Auspices of
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Philadelphia

To be delivered in the Church Edition
WAUCTION STREET WEST OF FORTYTH
TUESDAY AT 8 O'CLOCK
The Public is cordially invited to Attend